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New venue for Leicester Group Meetings
At the 2016 AGM members unanimously approved a proposal from the committee
that we should seek a new venue for our meetings. We are pleased to be able to
announce that we have come to an arrangement with the Bishop Street Methodist
Church, overlooking the Town Hall Square, and from October 2016 we will be holding
our meetings there.
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Our President, Richard Gill, writes
When building began in 1815 the area around Bishop Street was dominated by the
livestock market. Only three things survive from that era: the name and the route of
Bishop Street, the name of Horsefair Street and the chapel. In 1815 Bishop Street
was on the southern edge of the town of Leicester.
Unusually, the architect of the chapel is known: William Jenkins. He was a Methodist
minister of national importance who designed several chapels, including Doncaster
and Sheffield, Carver Street. The style is ‘nonconformist classicism’: a square
building (chapels were often said to be ‘four-square’) of five bays of arched windows
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with a sweeping horseshoe shaped gallery, supported on iron piers with Greek
(acanthus leaf) decoration. That much survives of the 1815 chapel: the rest, as in
many chapel buildings, is the work of several generations. Originally, the far wall (the
'ritual' east end) was blank except for a wooden pulpit. This was removed in the
1850s when the chapel, having acquired the organ and its sumptuous Baroque case,
added a further bay. The interior was re-fitted in the 1880s (the architects were the
Methodist firm of Redfern and Sawday), and in the 1920s the ceiling, looking perhaps
like an early cinema, was renewed. In the last five years space has been created for
a cafe, the result of which is that the part of the interior that fronts the Town Hall
Square has been opened up.
Although Methodism never played a big part in the political life of Leicester, Bishop
Street was the chosen place of worship of Arthur Wakerley – Liberal politician,
temperance advocate, philanthropist and architect.

Chairmen’s Report
The meeting of the Mayor’s Heritage Partnership on 21st March, attended by Neil
Crutchley, saw presentations on the Friars’ Mill regeneration, Stoneygate
Conservation Area Society, Heritage Panels and conservation areas in general.
The Society continues to be represented on the City Conservation Advisory Panel
(CAP) by Peter Ellis. Few major schemes affecting Victorian buildings have been put
forward in recent months, but one of particular interest concerns the Victorian Courts
in Leicester’s medieval Castle, described elsewhere.
We continue to have good attendance at our meetings, and we hope that this will lead
to an increase in membership. As reported above, we have decided to move our
meetings from the Adult Education Centre on Wellington Street, and we have been
offered the use of Bishop Street Methodist Church as a new venue. We have used the
Adult Education Centre for a long time, and in many ways it has been a good venue,
despite occasional problems with the AV system. However, in 2004 we were paying just
£24 per session, very slightly more than the monthly interest we were earning on our
modest deposit balance. The charge for 2016-17 has been set at £85 (a 250% increase
during a time of relatively low inflation), whilst, for comparison, our monthly interest on
a similar level of deposit is now less than 50p! Something had to change. Bishop Street
offers storage, good equipment, facilities for refreshments, and a decent sound system.
On the other hand we cannot have wine for our Christmas meeting, and it is possible
some people may find the pews less comfortable than the seats in our old venue, but
these are relatively minor points, which we hope are outweighed by the advantages.
For some time we have felt the need for closer cooperation with Leicester Civic
Society. Stuart Bailey, chairman of the Civic Society, attended a recent committee
meeting, and we agreed to publicise each others’ events, which members of both
societies are welcome to attend, and to work together on our response to
conservation issues affecting the city’s Victorian heritage. We intend to publish details
of each others’ activities - see page 9.
Neil Crutchley and Peter Ellis
Acting Joint Chairmen
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East Gates Coffee House - by Carole Face
An occasional series in which members talk about their favourite buildings in the area

If you stand at the Clock Tower and look towards the junction of Churchgate with East
Gates, you will see a fine building with dark grey timbers and leadwork, and pale
painted brickwork.
This is the Grade II listed former East
Gates Coffee House, designed by
Edward Burgess for the Leicester
Coffee and Cocoa House Company in
1885. Beautifully restored by then
owners JD Sports in 2011, the building
shares architectural characteristics with
the 1882 Ossington Coffee Palace in
Newark, designed by Sir Ernest George
and Harold Peto.
The stunning first floor fenestration, the
gables
with
close-stud
timber
decoration, the mouldings and carvings,
the chimney and cupola all come
together to make East Gates Coffee
House a joy to behold.
One of several Coffee Houses by Burgess
in Leicester, the East Gates was a popular
venue, providing an attractive alternative
to the many Victorian public houses.
Nourishing affordable refreshments were
available to the working man, without
being obliged to drink alcohol. There was
also a ladies’ room and a billiards room.
The East Gates provided a popular and
profitable service for more than 40 years, but sadly closed soon after World War I.
It had several uses during the following years, including a dance studio and ballroom
on the first floor in the 1960s. For many years the ground floor was a Burton’s
Menswear shop, but by the new millennium it had deteriorated and looked extremely
neglected.
Great credit is due to The Leicester Victorian Society and Malcolm Elliott for their
efforts in gaining Grade II listed status for the building in 2011, and to JD Sports for
their extensive and sympathetic restoration at the same time.
It is pleasing to see that the present occupants, Cruise Menswear, have not
diminished this fine building with garish or inappropriate posters in the windows,
which are so often to be found in today’s aggressive sales and marketing environment.
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Buildings Sub-Committee Report
Leicester Castle - Crown Courts (various periods)
The Grade I listing of this
building
attaches
equal
importance to the medieval
hall, said to be the oldest
surviving aisled and baydivided hall in Europe, the
front elevation of circa 1695,
and the two Victorian court
rooms, one for civil and one
for criminal cases with a dock
and cells beneath. Any plans
for the re-use of this now
disused
building
almost
inevitably involve damage to
one of these elements, and in
recent years public access has been very limited. De Montfort University, whose main
buildings are a few yards away from the Castle, propose to convert the courts into
lecture theatres – one of the few possible uses that would enable them to be retained
virtually intact. Some alterations would be required to allow disabled access, and the
secondary stairs leading to the judges’ rooms at the rear of the building would be
sacrificed to accommodate a lift. However the plans are, in the main, sympathetic to the
existing fabric of all periods and the scheme looks promising. In addition, some of the
solid dividing walls put in when the courts were built could be partially glazed, to allow
a more uninterrupted view of the 84 by 58 foot 14th century timber roof.
61 Great Central Street - EW Bryan factory
An application has been
received for conversion of this
former hosiery factory for
residential use, including
demolition of the two-storey
side
section
and
its
replacement with a seven
storey
extension.
The
scheme was considered
acceptable, but the CAP
requested that the cartouche
bearing the name of the
original company should be
re-located to the left hand wall
of the building, so that it will
remain visible from the street.
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Former Savings Bank - 4 St Martins / Grey Friars (Edward Burgess)
As reported in previous newsletters, this attractive building, disused for several years,
is to be occupied by Delilah Foods as a high-class delicatessen. Alterations to lower
the window sills have been carried out to an exceptionally high standard, and at the
time of writing the building is being fitted out. However, we have submitted objections
to the proposed signage which we consider excessive, and to the use of individual
laser-cut letters which will require multiple fixings to the brickwork. We hope that a
better solution can be found.
St Barnabas (Goddard and Paget 1884-86)
The plight of this splendid church by one of Leicester’s greatest architectural
practices has been a subject of concern for some time. In Spring 2015 we reported
that plans for conversion into a banqueting/function hall had been approved. This
work has now been carried out, and was recently the subject of a Civic Society
Award. We would like to congratulate Mr Sabat (who some years ago rescued and
restored Ewan Christian’s St Mark’s, Belgrave Gate) for his superb restoration of this
arts and crafts church.

Recent Leicester Group Activities
Crematoria to Die For
A talk by Hilary Grainger: National Chair Victorian Society - Tuesday 1st March 2016
The development of the crematorium in Britain grew out of a progressive, mainly
secular, movement concerned with hygiene and the overcrowding of churchyards
allied to developments in technology. Even so cremation was slow to catch on: today
74% of deaths are followed by cremation but in 1906, 17 years after opening of the
first British ‘crematory’, that figure was just 0.12%.
The crematorium was a challenge for the architect: it had no architectural precedent
and was culturally ambivalent: both secular and religious but also industrial. There
was initially no liturgy for cremation in Britain and it was hard to offer a meaningful
experience to mourners.
Professor Grainger’s talk traced both the functional and the stylistic development of
the crematorium from the first example at Woking, opened in 1889 and, like most of
the early examples in the Gothic style, through crematoria in Manchester and
Glasgow. These early crematoria were promoted by the Cremation Society founded
in 1874.
Hull opened the first municipal crematorium in 1901 closely followed by Darlington
then Henry Langton Goddard’s crematorium for Leicester at Gilroes in 1902 which
can claim to be something of a landmark in the process of crematorium development.
Design developments continued with the porte-cochere at Golders Green in 1902
and, at Lawnswood in Leeds, an attempt to disguise the flue in a spire-like structure.
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The crematorium has been
a marginalised subject in
architectural
history
although the challenge
that the building type
offered to the architect
often produced work of
value. As more people
chose
this
form
of
committal,
crematoria
became
busier
necessitating
the
separation
of
groups
of
An early view of Gilroes Crematorium, Leicester
mourners. Attitudes to
death have changed since the time of the early cremation pioneers but the route
through the crematorium for the living and the dead nevertheless still represents a
changing state to which architecture and ritual must try to give meaning.
In presenting this subject to us, Hilary Grainger provided us with a challenging,
thoughtful and inspiring evening.

Decorative Arts in Leicestershire from 1850
A talk by Will Gilding - Tuesday 5th April 2016
Will Gilding is a specialist in 19th century Decorative Art and Design, at the family
auction firm of Gildings in Market Harborough.
He described how visionaries such as William Morris were against the exploitation of
workers and wanted local craftsmen to make plain, honest furniture. When Morris
came to Leicester to expound his socialist principles to the Secular Society, he was
shown houses in Stoneygate designed by Stockdale Harrison and Isaac Barradale.
He declared them to be too elaborate! Ernest Gimson, at that time articled to
Barradale, took Morris’s comments to heart, and evolved a simpler style, becoming
one of the founders of the Arts and Crafts movement. Some of the earliest examples
of this style were built and furnished by Gimson in and around Leicester as a result
of commissions from his family and friends, including Stoneywell Cottage at
Ulverscroft now owned by the National Trust. Will Gilding showed examples of the
simple but beautifully made furniture Gimson designed for this house, together with
pieces derived from Gimson designs which have recently passed through the
salerooms.
Less well-known is Bushloe House, now the offices of Oadby and Wigston Borough
Council. Although built in 1850 in a more formal style it became a temple of Arts and
Crafts interior design after being bought by Hiram Owston in 1866. Owston employed
Christopher Dresser to remodel the interior, and many examples of his work survive
there, including staircases, stained glass windows and fireplaces. Several items of
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furniture were bought by the Victoria & Albert Museum when the house was sold up
in 1942, and are now displayed there as the Bushloe House collection. Again we were
shown Dresser designs from Bushloe House, together with items derived from them
which have recently been sold at auction.
Oadby was also the (adopted) home of Harry Peach, whose Dryad Cane and Metal
Works in Leicester produced fine quality furniture and architectural fittings in an Arts and
Crafts style in the early 20th century, and Will showed us examples of the firm’s output.
An interesting evening which showed that Leicestershire played its part in the Arts
and Crafts movement, both as a source of enlightened patronage and a base for
artists of international repute.
Visit to Stoke-on-Trent
Saturday 14th May 2016
Our visit centred on two of the six towns which make up the city of Stoke-on-Trent. In
Burslem we were met by Bill and Debbie Klemperer opposite the Wedgwood Institute
of 1863-9. This impressive Grade II* listed building has an elaborate façade in
Venetian Gothic style, with terracotta figures representing the months of the year,
mosaics of the signs of the zodiac and panels depicting processes in the pottery
industry. Empty since 1993, this building with its inconvenient layout is providing
Heritage England and its owners, The Prince’s Regeneration Trust, with serious
concerns regarding its future use.

The Wedgwood Institute, Burslem - detail of façade
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The nearby Enoch Wood factory façade has been retained and beautifully restored,
with its typical potteries Venetian window. Now converted to one-bed flats, it is helping
to regenerate the area. As we walked, we saw other interesting buildings, including the
1905 Grade II listed School of Art, where Susie Cooper, Clarice Cliff and Victor Skellern
learned their craft, and also the sad façade of the Burslem Sunday School. The Grade
II* Town Hall is a fine example of neoclassicism, built next to Josiah Wedgwood’s Ivy
House Works, now demolished. Another Grade II listed building, The Leopard, is the
coaching inn where Josiah Wedgwood and James Brindley met to discuss the building
of the Trent and Mersey Canal.
A short drive brought us to Middleport Pottery, still in Burslem.
Opened in 1888/9 by
Burgess and Leigh,
the pottery faced
closure in 1999 and
was rescued by
Rosemary
and
William Dorling. In
2010, the works was
bought by Denby
Pottery, but they too faced problems until
the site was bought by The Prince’s
Regeneration Trust. The Grade II*
Part of the mould store at Middleport Pottery
buildings have been restored by the Trust,
and, in partnership with Denby, it is still a working pottery producing blue-and white
‘Burleigh’ ware, as well as a visitor destination. Our guided tour included the remaining
bottle kiln, the newly restored horizontal steam engine and the mould store. The
counting house had been restored to its original form, with many documents,
photographs and pottery on show.
After lunch we assembled at Hanley’s Bethesda Methodist Chapel of 1819, with a
frontage of 1859. This Grade II* building was closed, boarded up and had suffered
from vandalism when The Historic Chapels Trust acquired it in 2003. Funding from
various sources has enabled urgent roof work, plaster repairs and window
replacements to be carried out, and in 2007 the chapel opened to the public for the
first time in 20 years.
In the World War I exhibition at the back of the chapel, there are books recounting the
lives of the ‘Bethesda Boys’, who went to war in 1914. John Booth has created a
‘lawn’ where he marks the one hundred year anniversary of the date of death of each
of the boys with a cross. Sadly, no doubt more crosses will be added after the 1st
July, centenary of the first day of the Battle of the Somme, when so many of the
‘Bethesda Boys’ lost their lives. A valiant group of Friends raise money, and hold
open days to keep the chapel alive and in the public eye. We left the chapel, admiring
the façade and the restored ornamental cast iron gates and fencing.
Many thanks to Mike Taylor, for putting together an interesting and enjoyable visit.
There is clearly much to see in Stoke, and our visit barely scratched the surface.
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Forthcoming events organised by the Leicester Civic Society
Saturday 28th May: Leicester Heritage Fair Bishop Street Church, 10.00 – 4.00pm - all welcome.
Saturday 18th June: Guided walk - Western Park - Suburbia Exemplified.
Saturday 6th August at 10.30 am: ‘Ancient Leicester Part II’. Guided walk with
Jennifer Macgregor.
Thursday 8th to Sunday 11th September: Leicester Heritage Exhibition at All Saints’ Church,
Highcross Street as part of 2016 Heritage Open Days.
Saturday 10th September: ‘Million Pound Street - Charles Street and the Renaissance of St
George’s’. Guided walk with Stuart Bailey as part of Heritage Open Days.
Saturday 17th September: Coach tour to Port Sunlight and The Lady Lever Art Gallery.
Saturday 31st December: ‘Victorian Leicester at Christmas Time’. Guided walk with Stuart
Bailey.
Pre-booking is required for all activities (except the Heritage Fair) and booking enquiries or
requests for further information should be directed to Stuart Bailey,
48 Meadow Avenue, Loughborough LE11 1JT 01509 266818 or 07899 708465.

May we have your e-mail address?
Sending our Newsletter and notification of events electronically is
convenient, green and saves the Victorian Society postage.
Occasionally opportunities for events and visits arise at short notice, and these
can only be notified to members by e-mail.
The Leicester Group Newsletter is available in PDF Format, which can be read
on any computer with Adobe Acrobat Reader (available as a free download).
If you would be happy to receive the Newsletter as a .pdf file please contact
Peter Ellis ( ellisdesign@talktalk.net ) with your e-mail address.

◆

Published by the Leicester Group of the Victorian Society
Acting Joint Chairmen: Neil Crutchley and Peter Ellis
Membership: Peter Ellis - 01455 291694 - ellisdesign@talktalk.net
Events Bookings: Carole Face - 0116 267 5946
Website: http://www.victoriansociety.org.uk/leicester/

Follow us on Twitter

@LeicVicSoc

The views expressed in this newsletter are those of the contributors and do not necessarily
represent those of the Editor or of The Victorian Society.
The Victorian Society, 1 Priory Gardens, London W4 1TT
Registered as a Charity No 1081435 and a Company limited by guarantee
Registered in England, No 3940996. Registered office as above
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Summer Visits Programme - 2016
All our activities, including visits, are open to all subject to space limitations.
Our booking form ‘green sheet’ is only sent to members living in Leicestershire.
If you do not receive a booking form, but wish to participate in a bookable activity, the form
can be downloaded as a PDF from our website or booking enquiries can be made direct to
Carole Face - 0116 267 5946

Tuesday 5th July
Evening walk around Evington
Guided by Chris Hossack and members of Evington Local History Society
We will meet at Evington Park House for a walk of approximately 1½ hours taking in
the House, the site of the Victorian school, the Baptist Chapel and Church, finishing
back at Evington Park House for tea and biscuits.
Cost £6.00 including light refreshments
Meet at 6.30 pm at Evington Park House (large public car park on ‘The Common’,
opposite Evington Library near the Cordery Road junction), LE5 6DE
Closing date for bookings: 17th June - see green sheet
Tuesday 23rd August
Afternoon guided walk in Welford Road Cemetery,
Our 90 minute guided tour of this classic garden cemetery will take us to the final
resting places of such prominent Leicester Victorians as Thomas Cook, Samuel
Barfoot, John Flower and Arthur Wakerley. Light refreshments will be served
afterwards in the visitors centre.
Cost £5.00
Meet at 2.00 pm at the Visitors Centre on Welford Road
Closing date for bookings: 5th August - see green sheet
Tuesday 6th September
Evening visit to the National Gas Museum, Aylestone Road
Leicester’s Gas Museum has, according to the Science Museum “the largest, most
representative and most significant holding of material related to the gas industry, its
application and effects upon society, probably anywhere in the world”.
The Gas Museum tells the story of the people who made and used gas. Both the
industry and its customers have gone through many changes over 200 years.
Through it all, gas has been an essential energy source that has touched many lives.
Please note that many exhibits are upstairs and there is no lift access.
Cost £5.00
Meet Aylestone Road entrance at 7.00 pm
Some parking is available on-site, and there is also limited street parking nearby on
Aylestone Road.
Closing date for bookings 20th August - see green sheet.
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Meetings Programme - Autumn 2016
All lectures will take place in the Bishop Street Methodist Church
(Note new venue)
10a Bishop Street, Town Hall Square, Leicester LE1 6AF at 7.30 pm.
Our meetings are open to all, but we ask all attendees, whether or not they are members,
to register in order to comply with Fire Regulations, and to make
a contribution of £2.50 per person
towards the costs of room hire and other expenses.
Tuesday 4th October 2016

Lutyens in Leicester: The Victoria Park War Memorial
Elizabeth Blood
Leicester has one of the most impressive war memorials in the country — a major
commission from the greatest English architect of the early 20th century. Until Historic
England began a war memorials listing programme for the First World War centenary,
Leicester’s memorial arch by Sir Edwin Lutyens was one of only three Grade I listed
memorials in the country. Exploring its significance by looking at the efforts of
Leicester to commemorate the fallen since the time of the Boer War, this talk tells the
long (and surprising) story of how Leicester got its First World War memorial.

Elizabeth Blood was the first War Memorials Officer to be appointed at a local
authority, Leicestershire County Council, in 2009. She continues to run the
Leicestershire War Memorials Project on a part-time basis, while currently
undertaking a PhD in the history of war memorials in Leicestershire and Rutland. Her
freelance work has included talks and training sessions about war memorials, and
researching and assessing war memorials for Historic England.
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Meetings Programme - Autumn 2016
Tuesday 1st November 2016

The Temperance Hall and Thomas Cook’s Hotel
Neil Crutchley
Thomas Cook is Leicester’s most famous 19th
century citizen, his name, if not his Leicester
connections, known all over the world. The
Temperance Hall and its adjoining Hotel on Granby
Street represented the two main strands of his
career. The Hall, for many years the city’s main
venue for music and other events, has been
demolished, and the Hotel, sadly mutilated and
virtually unrecognisable, clings on despite repeated
threats to its existence.
Neil Crutchley, Acting Joint Chairman of the Leicester
Group and a historian of the city’s musical heritage,
charts the significance of these two buildings which
were once so central to Leicester’s cultural life.
Thomas Cook’s Hotel
From a drawing by Denis Calow (member)

Tuesday 6th December 2016 7.15 pm
(Note early start for our Christmas meeting)

John Flower ‘The Leicester Artist’, 1793-1861
Neil Finn
John Flower was a prolific artist, but only a tiny fraction of his work has ever been
published, with the remainder scattered among various public and private collections,
some of which remain uncatalogued. It is therefore difficult to appreciate fully how
much he achieved in his lifetime and how important this body of work is, both in terms
of its artistic value and as a historical resource. Flower was acutely conscious of the
gathering pace of urban change which resulted in the development of Leicester from
a compact market town into a sprawling industrial city. He was equally aware of the
importance of his own role in documenting for posterity the antiquities of his native
town and county before they were lost.
Neil Finn is an archaeologist and historic building surveyor who has worked in
Leicester and Leicestershire for over 25 years.
Research into the life and work of John Flower developed out of an interest in the
artist’s depictions of Leicester’s early buildings and street scenes, which offer an
unparalleled insight into the urban landscape at a pivotal point in its history, at the
opening of the Victorian age.
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